Taking a public health approach to the prevention of end-stage renal disease: the NKF Singapore Program.
The National Kidney Foundation Singapore (NKFS) provides subsidized dialysis care to approximately 70% of the country's total end-stage renal disease (ESRD) population, based entirely on charitable donations. Because of the exponential increase in prevalent dialysis patients receiving care through the NKFS' chronic dialysis program, and with the anticipated epidemic rise in incident ESRD patients, an accelerated comprehensive strategy for the prevention of renal and its associated chronic diseases was developed. Presented is the NKFS' public health plan, which incorporates primary, secondary and tertiary approaches to the prevention of chronic kidney disease. Components of this comprehensive strategy include: screening populations at risk for the development and progression of renal disease, the documentation of existing standards of care for chronic diseases associated with renal disease, and the institution of disease management programs that facilitate the systematic management of patients with chronic diseases that lead to ESRD, including the development of community-based "Prevention Centers." Finally, longitudinal follow-up of the participating population is being performed in order to provide benchmarks for improvement and to determine future directions of the program. Such long-term monitoring also will facilitate the establishment of its efficacy in improving clinical outcomes, reducing the cost of care, and delaying the development and progression of chronic kidney disease.